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Setting the standard for corporate compliance and ethical behavior in the workplace. 
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Dear Fellow Employees: 
 

Our Board of Directors has adopted a Corporate Compliance Program designed to help 
each one of us incorporate necessary ethical standards into our day-to-day activities and 
responsibilities here at work. These ethical standards are known as our Code of Conduct. 

 

MP CareSolutions is committed to the values of honesty, integrity and fairness, and the 
implementation of this Code is proof of that commitment. The Code educates us about the 
legal and ethical rules of accepted business practices, raises awareness of questionable 
conduct, provides ways to report suspected ethics violations, and enables you to make 
informed business decisions on our behalf. 

 
Kindly take time to review this brochure. It has been developed to provide you with an 
overview of our Code of Conduct, and to help explain your obligations under it. It also 
provides you with information about some of the resources we have put in place to make 
corporate compliance a significant part of our everyday work lives. 

Thank you for your attention and adherence to the vital information contained in 

this Code of Conduct. Dennis J. Graziano 

President and Chief Executive Officer 
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Our Vision and Mission 
 

Mission 

 
MP CareSolutions supports low-income individuals, the working poor, and other 

populations served by government-sponsored programs to improve their health status 

and that of their families. We dedicate our efforts to: 

 
Facilitating access to quality healthcare; 

 
Educating providers, individuals, and their families in areas that foster empowerment, 

shared decision making, and effective care; 

 
Supporting our partners and communities in delivering high-quality health care 

services and promoting healthy lifestyles; 

 
Collaborating with others around issues that affect the health of our enrollees 

and their families. Vision 

We will be a leader in transforming health care for individuals and their families 

served by government sponsored programs by improving health outcomes, reducing 

disparities, and being good stewards of community resources. We achieve this 

through effective partnerships, innovative programs, community leadership, and 

progressive strategic management. 
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The values that guide us 

 
“At MP CareSolutions, we share a commitment to improving health outcomes and reducing 

disparities for our members, while operating according to the highest standards 
of fairness and integrity.” 

 
At MP CareSolutions, our primary values and beliefs serve as our guideposts, underpinning 
the way we do business and supporting our efforts to conduct ourselves according to the 
highest ethical standards each and every day. 

 

Excellence 
Passionate pursuit of exceptional 
performance Integrity 
Firmly adhering to moral and ethical principles. 

 

Diversity Responsiveness 
Reacting, acting and interacting with respect and ease among or with those who are 
different. 

 

Innovation 
Always looking for the “next Best” by embracing change as an 
opportunity Empowerment 
Enabling individuals to access their personal power, authority and influence to obtain 
extraordinary outcomes Stewardship 

Responsibly managing the resources and services required to meet the needs of others. 
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About Our Code of Conduct 
 

MP CareSolutions Code of Conduct (the Code) reflects our 
commitment to 

operating in accordance not only with the strict requirements of the law, but also in a 
manner that is consistent with high ethical and professional 
standards. 

 

All employees, directors and contractors have a personal obligation to: familiarize 
themselves with our Code and compliance procedures; review and understand the key 
policies governing their particular job functions; report any fraud, abuse or other 
improper activity through the mechanisms established under the program; cooperate in 
internal and government audits and investigations; and carry out their jobs in a manner 
that demonstrates a commitment to honesty, integrity and compliance with the law. 

 

This brochure is designed with specific sections (i.e. Employees, Members, etc.) to help 
guide your decision- making when compliance issues arise. We cannot answer every 
specific ethical and legal question and uncertainties are bound to occur. In these 
situations, or whenever questions arise regarding Compliance or our Code of Conduct, 
seek direction from your immediate supervisor, the Corporate Compliance Officer or 
Human Resource Department. 

 

To report possible violations of the Code of Conduct you can call the compliance hotline 
at 1-800-233-4038. Reports of Code of Conduct violations will be kept confidential to the 
extent permitted by law and our ability to address specific concerns. 
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MP CareSolutions Clients 
 
MP CareSolutions clients utilize our services because they trust us to deliver quality and 
value in everything we do.  We must conduct our business to preserve that trust. 

 
Access to Medically Necessary Services 
 
MP CareSolutions is committed to ensuring that all members receive prompt and 
appropriate access to the full range of medically necessary health care services in 
accordance with the standards set forth in government contracts regulations or 
applicable law. 

 

Maintaining Confidentiality of Member Records 
 
As an Administrative Services Organization that contracts with Healthcare organizations 
MP CareSolutions must comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996 and it’s implementing regulations  (“HIPAA”), which limits the use and 
disclosure of protected health information(PHI). MP CareSolutions also must comply 
with special state confidentiality laws governing HIV-related, mental health, substance 
abuse treatment and genetic testing information. MP CareSolutions has adopted a 
comprehensive HIPAA compliance program governing the use and disclosure of PHI and 
the security of that information. All employees who have access to such records must 
familiarize themselves with the program’s policies and procedures, and adhere to their 
terms. 

 

Honesty in every interaction 
 
MP CareSolutions is committed to conducting all of its activities with honesty and 
integrity. All staff are expected to act in a manner that promotes MP CareSolutions’ 
reputation as an organization that exceeds the strict requirements of the law and operates 
with the highest ethical standards. 
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Plan Providers and Purchasers 
 
MP CareSolutions has invested substantial time, effort and resources developing strong 
relationships with our health care professionals, plan providers and purchasers. Our 
business practices must preserve those relationships. 

 
Purchasing from Suppliers 
 
Suppliers should be selected on the basis of objective information concerning such factors 
as quality, safety, value, best or lowest price, technical excellence, service reputation and 
production capacity. All personnel involved in purchasing  should ensure that personal or 
family relationships do not influence or appear to influence objective purchasing 
decisions. 

 

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest 
 
All employees, directors and officers must avoid activities that constitute or create an 
appearance of a conflict of interest. All are prohibited from using their positions for 
personal benefit. All are prohibited from accepting gifts of more than nominal value from 
vendors, or facilitating contracts between MP CareSolutions and companies in which they 
have a financial interest. 

 

Avoiding Kickbacks and Referral Fees 
Employees and Directors are prohibited from offering or paying anything of value, 
whether in cash or in kind, to another party in return for the referral of a member to 
MP CareSolutions. MP CareSolutions prohibits employees from soliciting or receiving 
anything of value, whether in cash or in kind, from another party in return for the 
referral of a member to another health care provider. 
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Organizational Assets 
 
Our public reputation is an important asset. We must use our assets and business 
information in a responsible manner and in the best interests of our stakeholders. 

 
Submitting Complete and Accurate Reports 
 
All employees involved in the process of preparing and submitting cost reports must strive 
to ensure that these reports are accurate and complete. Expenses reflected on cost reports 
must have been actually incurred and properly allocated in accordance with program 
guidelines. The same standards of accuracy and completeness apply to any other reports or 
data regarding MP CareSolutions’ operations submitted to government agencies or private 
parties. 

 

Accounting and Business Transactions 
 
Certain employees have responsibility for accounting for business transactions and the 
preparation of accurate financial statements. The overall responsibility, however, extends 
to each and every employee. All of us must ensure that all transactions are documented 
accurately and completely. Employees shall seek reimbursement for expenses only to the 
extent such expenses have been incurred in the course of carrying out their job duties and 
in accordance with MP CareSolutions’ expense reimbursement policies. 

 

Use of Organizational Assets 
 
Every employee has a responsibility to protect our assets against loss, theft and misuse. 
Our assets include cash, facilities, equipment, inventory, computer systems and software, 
and other intellectual property. Our funds and property should only be used for the 
benefit of MP CareSolutions, and solely for the purpose of carrying out specific job 
responsibilities. Employees may not use their affiliation with MP CareSolutions to 
promote any business, charity or political cause. 

 

 

Outside Employment and Activities 
 
MP CareSolutions employees should avoid any activity or personal financial interest that 
could adversely affect the independence or objectivity of their judgment, interfere with the 
timely and effective performance of their duties and responsibilities, or that which could 
discredit, embarrass or conflict with the best interests of MP CareSolutions.
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Communities and Governments 
 
MP CareSolutions conducts business in many communities and collaborates with many 
governmental agencies throughout New York State and nationwide.  We must be responsible 
citizens wherever we do business. 

 

Complying with Government Contracts 
 
MP CareSolutions is a Administrative Services Organization operating under state and 
federal government contracts. In this capacity, MP CareSolutions may be required by 
contract to comply with rules and standards governing Medicaid, Medicare and other 
state and federal health care programs. Employees are expected to familiarize themselves 
with the contract requirements applicable to their duties and carry out their 
responsibilities in a manner consistent with these obligations. 

 
Political Activities 
 
Federal law and company policy prohibit the use of company funds, assets, services or 
facilities on behalf of a political party or candidate except under certain limited 
circumstances. 

 

Government Information Requests 
 
Employees and contractors are expected to fully cooperate in all government audits and 
investigations. All subpoenas and other governmental requests for MP CareSolutions 
documents should be forwarded to the compliance officer who is responsible for 
coordinating such requests with legal counsel. 

 

Non-Retaliation Policy 
 
No employee who files a report of suspected fraud, abuse or other improper activity in 
good faith will be subject to any retaliation by MP CareSolutions in any form, 
including but not limited to termination, suspension, and demotion, failure to 
consider for promotion, harassment or reduction in compensation. 

Please refer to the Whistle blower Policy.
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Employees 
 
MP CareSolutions’ success depends on the contributions’  many people. We should be fair 
and respectful in our dealings with our fellow employees. 

 

Valuing Diversity 
 
MP CareSolutions conducts business in an environment reflecting the diversity among 
our employees, stakeholders and our communities. Mutual respect among employees is a 
core value of MP CareSolutions and every employee has a responsibility to act 
accordingly. 

 

Equal Opportunity Employment 
 
Each MP CareSolutions manager and employee shall take whatever action is necessary to 
ensure that all employees are afforded an equal opportunity in recruitment, 
employment, promotion, transfer, discipline including termination, compensation, 
benefits, demotion, layoff, training and educational programs without regard to race, 
age, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, veteran status or other protected 
status covered by local or state law. 

 

Prohibition of Harassment 
MP CareSolutions will not tolerate harassment of its employees by anyone, including 
unwelcome conduct, whether verbal, written or physical, that is based upon a person’s 
protected status, such as sex, race, color, religion, national origin, age, disability, veteran 
status, or other protected status covered by local or state law. 

 
Workplace Safety 
 
Each employee is responsible for observing the safety rules and practices that apply to 
his or her job. Employees are also responsible for taking precautions necessary to protect 
themselves and their co-workers, including immediately reporting accidents, injuries 
and unsafe practices or conditions. 

 

Drugs and Alcohol 
 
Employees are prohibited from possessing, selling, using, distributing or offering to 
others any illegal drugs or controlled substances while on company business or on 
company premises. Employees may not consume alcohol at any time when it may impair 
the ability to perform job duties, endanger others, or reflect adversely on our reputation. 
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APPENDIX 

A 
FEDERAL & NEW YORK STATE STATUTES RELATING TO FALSE CLAIMS; ANTIKICKBACK 
PROHIBITIONS AND CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 

 

Following is a brief summary of federal and New York State laws 

regarding false claims and whistle blower protections, as well 

as the Anti-Kickback laws and regulations and Civil Monetary 

Penalties law. 

I. FALSE CLAIMS STATUTES 

II. FEDERAL LAWS 

A. The Federal False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733) 

The federal False Claims Act (“FCA”) provides, in pertinent part, 
that: 

(1)(a) In general. Subject to Paragraph (2), any person who (A) 

knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or 

fraudulent claim for payment or approval;(B)knowingly 

makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or 

statement material to a false or fraudulent claim; (C) 

conspires to commit a violation of subparagraphs (A), (B), (D), 

… or (G); 

(D) has possession, custody, or control of property or money 

used, or to be used, by the Government and knowingly delivers, 

or causes to be delivered, less than all of that money or 

property;… or 

(G) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a 

false record or statement material to an obligation to pay or 

transmit money or property to the Government, or knowingly 

conceals or knowingly and improperly avoids or decreases an 

obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the 

Government, is liable to the United States Government for a 

civil penalty of not less than 

$5,000 and not more than $10,000, plus 3 times the amount 

of damages which the Government sustains because of the act 

of that person. 

 
(2) Reduced Damages. 

If the court finds that - (A) the person committing the 

violation of this subsection furnished officials of the United 

States responsible for investigating false claims violations with 

all information known to such person about the violation 

within 30 days after the date on which the defendant first 

obtained the information;(B) such person fully cooperated 

with any Government investigation of such violation; and (C) 

at the time such person furnished the United States with the 

information about the violation, no criminal prosecution, civil 

action, or administrative action had commenced under this 

title with respect to such violation, and the person did 

not have actual knowledge of the existence of an investigation into 

such violation; the court may assess not less than 2 times the 

amount of damages which the Government sustains because of 

the act of that person. 

(3) Costs of civil actions. 

A person violating this subsection shall also be liable to the 

United States Government for the costs of a civil action brought 

to recover any such penalty or damages. 

(B)Definitions. 

For purposes of this section: 

(1) the terms “knowing” and “knowingly” (A) mean that a 

person, with respect to information - (i) has actual knowledge of 

the information;(ii) acts in deliberate ignorance of the truth or 

falsity of the information; or(iii) acts in reckless disregard of 

the truth or falsity of the information; and (B) require no proof 

of specific intent 

to defraud; 

(2) the term “claim”(A) means any request or demand, 

whether under a contract or otherwise, for money or property 

and whether or not the United States has title to the money or 

property, that - (i) is presented to an officer, employee, or agent 

of the United States; or (ii) is made to a contractor, grantee, or 

other recipient, if the money or 

property is to be spent or used on the Government’s behalf or to 

advance a Government program or interest, and if the United 

States Government (I) provides or has provided any portion of 

the money or property requested or demanded; or(II) will 

reimburse such contractor, grantee, or other recipient for any 

portion of the money or property which 

is requested or demanded; 

(3) the term “obligation” means an established duty, 

whether or not fixed, arising from an express or implied 

contractual, grantor- grantee, or licensor- licensee relationship, 

from a 

fee-based or similar relationship, from statute or regulation, or 

from the retention of any overpayment; and 

(4) the term “material” means having a natural tendency to 

influence, or be capable of influencing, the payment or receipt 

of money or property. 
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(d) Exclusion. 

This section does not apply to claims, records, or 

statements made under the Internal Revenue Code of 

1986. 

31 U.S.C.§3729. 

While the FCA imposes liability only when the claimant acts 

“knowingly, “it does not require that the person 

submitting the claim have actual knowledge that the 

claim is false. A person who acts in reckless disregard or in 

deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the 

information also can be found liable under the Act. 

 
31 U.S.C. § 3729(b). 

 
In sum, the FCA imposes liability on any person who 
submits a claim to the federal government, or submits a 
claim to entities administering government funds that 
he or she knows (or should know) is false. An example 
may 
be a physician who submits a bill to Medicare for medical 

services she knows she has not provided. The FCA also 

imposes liability on an individual whom knowingly 

submits a false record in order to obtain payment from 

the government. An example of this may include a 

government contractor who submits records that he 

knows (or should know) are false and that indicate 

compliance with certain contractual or regulatory 

requirements. The third area of liability includes those 

instances in which someone may obtain money from 

the federal government to which he may not be 

entitled, and then uses false statements or records in 

order to retain the money. An example of this so-called 

“reverse false claim” may include a health care facility 

that obtains interim payments from Medicare or 

Medicaid throughout the year, and the knowingly files a 

false cost report at the end of the year in order to avoid 

making a refund to the Medicare or Medicaid program. In 

addition to its substantive provisions, the FCA provides 

that private parties may bring an action on behalf of the 

United States.  

 

31 U.S.C.§ 3730(b). These private parties, known as “qui 

tam relators, “may share in a percentage of the proceeds 

from an FCA action or settlement.  Section 3730(d)(1) of 

the FCA provides, with some exceptions, that a qui tam 

relator, when the government has intervened in the 

lawsuit, shall receive at least 15 percent but not more than 

25 percent of the proceeds of the FCA action depending 

upon the extent to which the relator substantially  

contributed to the prosecution of the action. 

When the government does not intervene, section 
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3730(d)(2) of the FCA provides that the relator 

shall receive an amount that the court decides is 

reasonable and shall be not less than 25 percent and 

not more than 30 percent. 

 
Administrative Remedies for False Claims (31 U.S.C. §§ 3801–
3812). 

This statute allows for administrative recoveries by 

federal agencies. If a person submits a claim that the 

person knows is false or contains false information, 

or omits material information, then the agency 

receiving the claim may impose a penalty of up to 

$5,000 for each claim. The agency may also recover 

twice the amount of the claim. Unlike the federal FCA, 

a violation of this law occurs when a false claim is 

submitted, not when it is paid. Also unlike the federal 

FCA, the determination of whether a claim is false, and 

the imposition of fines and penalties, is made by 

the administrative agency, not by prosecution in the 

federal court system. 

A. New York False Claims Laws 

 

III. NEW YORK STATE LAWS 
New York State False Claim laws fall under the 

jurisdiction of both New York’s civil and 

administrative laws as well as its criminal laws. 

Some apply to recipient false claims and some apply 

to provider false claims. The majority of these 

statutes are specific to health care or Medicaid. Yet 

some of the “common law “crimes apply to areas of 

interaction with the government and so are 

applicable to health care fraud. 
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A. New York Civil and Administrative Laws 

1. New York False Claims Act (State 

Finance Law §§ 187-194) 

The New York False Claims Act is similar to the 

federal FCA. It imposes penalties and fines on 

individuals and entities who knowingly file false or 

fraudulent claims for payment from any state or 

local government, including health care programs 

such as Medicaid. It also has a provision regarding 

“reverse false claims” similar to the federal FCA, such 

that a person or entity will be liable in those 

instances in which the person obtains money from a 

state or local government to which the person may 

not be entitled, and then uses false statements or 

records in order to retain the money. 

The penalty for filing a false claim under the New York 

False Claims Act is $6,000-$12,000 per claim, plus three 

times the amount of the damages which the state or 

local government sustains because of the act of that 

person. 

In addition, a person who violates this act is liable for 

costs, including attorneys ‘fees, of a civil action brought 

to recover any such penalty. The New York False Claims 

Act allows private individuals to file lawsuits in state 

court, just as if they were state or local government 

parties. If the suit eventually concludes with payments 

back to the government, the person who started the 

case can recover 25%-30% of the proceeds if the 

government did not participate in the suit; or 15%-

25% if the government did participate in the suit. 

2. Social Services Law § 145-b - False Statements  

It is a violation to knowingly obtain or attempt to 

obtain payment for items or services furnished 
under any Social Services program, including 

Medicaid, by use of a false statement, deliberate 
concealment or other fraudulent scheme or device. 
The state or the local Social Services district may 
recover three times the amount incorrectly paid. In 
addition, the New York State Department of Health may 
impose a civil penalty of up to $10,000 per violation. If 
repeat violations occur within 5 years, a penalty up to 
$30,000 per violation may be imposed if the repeat 
violations involve more serious violations of Medicaid 
rules, billing for services not rendered, or providing 
excessive services. 

3. Social Services Law § 145-c - Sanctions 

If any person applies for or receives public assistance, including 

Medicaid, by intentionally making a false or misleading 

statement, or intending to do so, the needs of the 

individual or that of his family shall not be taken into 

account for six months if a first offense, for twelve months if a 

second offense (or if benefits wrongfully received are at least 

$1,000 and no more than 

$3,900), for eighteen  months if a third offense (or if benefits 

wrongfully received are in excess of $3,900), and five years for 

any subsequent occasion of any such offense. 

B. Criminal Laws 

1. Social Services Law § 145 – Penalties  

Any person, who submits false statements or deliberately 
conceals material information in order to receive public 
assistance, including Medicaid, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

2. Social Services Law § 366-b – 

Penalties for Fraudulent Practices 

(a) Any person who obtains or attempts to obtain, for 

him or others, medical assistance by means of a false 

statement, concealment of material facts, 

impersonation or other fraudulent means is guilty of a 

Class A misdemeanor. 

(b) Any person who, with intent to defraud, presents for 

payment any false or fraudulent claim for furnishing 

services, knowingly submits false information to obtain 

greater Medicaid compensation, or knowingly submits 

false information in order to obtain authorization to 

provide items or services is guilty of a class A misdemeanor. 

3. Penal Law Article 155 – Larceny 

The crime of larceny applies to a person who, with intent to 

deprive another of his property, obtains, takes or withholds 

the property by means of trick, embezzlement, false pretense, 

false promise, including a scheme to defraud, or other similar 

behavior. It has been applied to Medicaid fraud cases. 

(a) Fourth degree grand larceny involves property valued over 

$1,000; it is a Class E felony. 

(b) Third degree grand larceny involves property valued over 

$3,000; it is a Class D felony. 

(a) Second degree grand larceny involves property valued over 

$50,000; it is a Class C felony. 

(b) First degree grand larceny involves property valued over 

$1 million; it is a Class B felony. 
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4. Penal Law Article 175 - False Written Statements 

Four crimes in this Article relate to filing false information 
or claims and have been applied in Medicaid fraud 
prosecutions: 

(a) §175.05 –Falsifying business records involves 

entering false information, omitting material 

information or altering an enterprise’s business records 

with the intent to defraud. It is a Class A misdemeanor. 

(b) § 175.10 - Falsifying business records in the first 

degree includes the elements of the §175.05 offense 

and includes the intent to commit another crime or 

conceal its commission. It is a class E felony. 

(c) § 175.30 – Offering a false instrument for filing in the 

second degree involves presenting a written instrument 

(including a claim for payment) to a public office knowing 

that it contains false information. It is a Class A 

misdemeanor. 

(d) § 175.35 – Offering a false instrument for filing in 

the first degree include the elements of the second 

degree offense and must include intent to defraud the 

state or a political subdivision. It is a Class E felony. 

5. Penal Law Article 176 - Insurance Fraud 

This law applies to claims for insurance payments, 

including Medicaid or other health insurance and it 

includes six crimes. 

(a) Insurance fraud in the 5th degree involves 

intentionally filing a health insurance claim 

knowing that it is false.   It is a Class A 

misdemeanor. 

(b) Insurance fraud in the 4thdegree is filing a false 

insurance claim for over $1,000. It is a Class E felony. 

(c) Insurance fraud in the 3rd degree is filing a false 

insurance claim for over $3,000. It is a Class D felony. 

(d) Insurance fraud in the 2nddegree is filing a false 

insurance claim for over $50,000. It is a Class C felony. 

(e) Insurance fraud in the 1st degree is filing a false 

insurance claim for over $1 million. It is a Class B felony. 

(f) Aggravated insurance fraud is committing 

insurance fraud more than once. It is a Class D 

felony. 

6. Penal Law Article 177 - Health Care Fraud 

This statute primarily applies to claims for health insurance 
payments, including Medicaid, and contains five crimes: 

(a) Health care fraud in the 5th degree - a person is guilty of this 
crime when, with intent to defraud a health plan, he or she 
knowingly and willfully provides material false information or 
omits material information for the purpose of requesting 
payment from a health plan. It is a Class A misdemeanor. 

(b) Health care fraud in the 4th degree - a person is guilty of  this 
crime upon filing such false claims on more than one occasion 
and annually receiving more than $3,000. It is a Class E felony. 

(c) Health care fraud in the 3rd degree - a person is guilty 

of this crime upon filing such false claims on more than 

one occasion and annually receiving over $10,000. It is a 

Class D felony. 

(d) Health care fraud in the 2nd degree - a person is guilty of 

this crime upon filing such false claims on more than one 

occasion and annually receiving over$50,000.  It is a Class C 

felony. 

(e) Health care fraud in the 1st degree - a person is guilty 

of this crime upon filing such false claims on more than 

one occasion and annually receiving over $1 million.  It is 

a Class B felony. 

IV. WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS 

A. Federal False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)) 

The federal FCA provides protection to qui tam relators 

(individuals who commence a False Claims action) who are 

discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed, or in 

any other manner discriminated against in the terms and 

conditions of their employment as a result of their furtherance 

of an action under the FCA. 31 U.S.C. 3730(h). Remedies include 

reinstatement with comparable seniority as the quit am 

relator would have had but for the discrimination, two times 

the amount of any back pay, interest on any back pay, and 

compensation for any special damages sustained as a 

result of the discrimination, including litigation costs and 

reasonable attorneys’ fees. 
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A. New York False Claims Act (State Finance Law § 191) 

The New York State False Claims Act also provides 

protection to qui tam relators who are discharged, 

demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed, or in any other 

manner discriminated against in the terms and conditions 

of their employment as a result of their furtherance of an 

action under the Act. 

Remedies include reinstatement with comparable 

seniority as the qui tam relator would have had but for 

the discrimination, two times the amount of any back pay, 

interest on any back pay, and compensation for any special 

damages sustained as a result of the discrimination, 

including litigation costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees. 

B.  New York Labor Law § 740 

An employee may not take any retaliatory action against an 

employee if the employee discloses information about 

the employer’s policies, practices or activities to a 

regulatory, law enforcement or other similar agency or 

public official. 

Protected disclosures are those that assert that the 

employer is in violation of a law that creates a 

substantial and specific danger to the public health and 

safety or which constitutes health care fraud under 

Penal Law § 177 (knowingly filing, with intent to 

defraud, a claim for payment that intentionally 

has false information or omissions). The employee’s 

disclosure is protected only if the employee first 

brought up the matter with a supervisor and gave the 

employer a reasonable opportunity to correct the alleged 

violation. If an employer takes a retaliatory action 

against the employee, the employee may sue in state court 

for reinstatement to the same, or an equivalent position, 

any lost back wages and benefits and attorneys’ fees. If 

the employer is a health provider and the court finds that 

the employer’s retaliatory action was in bad faith, it may 

impose a civil penalty of $10,000ontheemployer. 

C. New York Labor Law § 741 

A health care employer may not take any retaliatory 

action against an employee if the employee discloses 

certain information about the employer’s policies, 

practices or activities to a regulatory, law 

enforcement or other similar agency or public 

official. Protected disclosures are those that assert 

that, in good faith, the employee believes constitute 

improper quality of patient care. The employee’s 

disclosure is protected only if the employee first brought 

up the matter with a supervisor and gave the employer a 

reasonable opportunity to correct the alleged violation, 

unless the danger is imminent to the public or patient and 

the employee believes in good faith that reporting to a 

supervisor would not result in corrective action. If an 

employer takes a retaliatory action against the employee, the 

employee may sue in state court for reinstatement to the same, 

or an equivalent position, any 
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lost back wages and benefits and attorneys’ fees. If the 

employer is a health provider and the court finds that 

the employer’s retaliatory action was in bad faith, it 

may impose a civil penalty of $10,000 on the employer. 

I. ANTIKICKBACK LAWS AND CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES 
LAW 

A. Federal Anti-Kickback Statute (42 U.S.C. § 1320a-

7b(b) Under the federal Anti-Kickback Statute: 

(A) (1)whoever knowingly and willfully solicits or 
receives any remuneration (including any kickback, 

bribe, or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or 

covertly, in cash or in kind--in return for referring an 

individual to a person for the furnishing or arranging 

for the furnishing of any item or service for which 

payment may be made in whole or in part under a 

Federal health care program, or in return for 

purchasing, leasing, ordering, or arranging for or 

recommending purchasing, leasing, or ordering any 

good, facility, service, or item for which payment may 

be made in whole or in part under a Federal health 

care program, shall be guilty of a felony and upon 

conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than 

$25,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 

both.(2) whoever knowingly and willfully offers or 

pays any remuneration (including any kickback, bribe, 

or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in 

cash or in kind to any person to induce such person-- 

(A)to refer an individual to a person for the furnishing 

or arranging for the furnishing of any item or service 

for which payment may be made in whole or in part 

under a Federal health care program, or (B) to 

purchase, lease, order, or arrange for or 

recommend purchasing, leasing, or ordering any 

good, facility, service, or item for which payment may 

be made in whole or in part under a Federal health 

care program, shall be guilty of a felony and upon 

conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than 

$25,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 

both. 
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42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b (b). 

In sum, the federal Anti-Kickback Law imposes criminal 

penalties on any person that knowingly and willfully 

solicits, receives, offers, or pays any 

remuneration(including any kickback, bribe, or rebate) 

directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in 

kind, to any person, in return for or to induce such 

person to do either of the following: refer an 

individual to a person for the furnishing or arranging for 

the furnishing of an item or service for which payment 

may be made in whole or in part under a federal health care 

program, or purchase, lease, order, or arrange for or 

recommend the purchasing, leasing, or ordering of any 

good, facility, service, or item for which payment may be 

made in whole or in part under a federal health care 

program. Not all interactions encompassed by the 

broad scope of the statute, however, violate the statute. 

There are statutory exceptions to the prohibition for 

certain types of activities. 

A. New York State Anti-Kickback Laws and Regulations 

1. Social Services Law § 366-d. 

The statute applies to all providers in the New York Medicaid 

program and prohibits such providers from soliciting, 

receiving, accepting or agreeing to receive or accept or offer, 

agree to give or give any payment or other consideration 

in any form from another person to the extent such payment 

or other consideration is given: (a) for the referral of 

services for which Medicaid payment is made; or (b) to 

purchase, lease or order any good, facility, service or item 

for which payment is made under the Medicaid program. 

While the statute does not enumerate any “safe 

harbors,” subsection 2(d) specifically states that the 

prohibition “shall not apply to any activity specifically 

exempt by federal statute or federal regulations 

promulgated thereunder.” A violation of the statute is either 

misdemeanor or felony depending upon whether the 

defendant obtains money and/or property in violation of the 

statute and, if so, the amount obtained. 

2. Social Services Law § 366-f. 

The statute provides that no person acting in concert with a 

Medicaid provider may solicit, receive, acceptor agree to 

receive or accept or offer, agree to give or give any payment or 

other consideration in any form from another person to the 

extent such payment or other consideration is given: 

(a) for the referral of services for which Medicaid payment is 

made; or (b) to purchase, lease or order any good, facility, 

service or item for which payment is made under the 

Medicaid program. The statute specifically exempts from 

the prohibition any activity exempt by federal statute or 

regulation. A violation of the statute is a misdemeanor 

punishable by imprisonment or a fine of$10,000 or 

double the amount of gain attributable to the violation. 

If the violation results in the individual obtaining money 

or funds in excess of $7,500, such violation is a Class E 

felony. 

3. 18 N.Y.C.R.R. § 515.2 

This regulation lists unacceptable practices under the 

Medicaid program, including: (a) directly or indirectly 

soliciting or receiving any payment, or offering or paying 

any payment, in cash or in kind, in return for referring a 

client 

For medical care, services or supplies for which payment is 

claimed under the medical assistance program, and (b) 

purchasing, easing, ordering or recommending any medical 

care, services or supplies for which payment is claimed under 

the medical assistance program. 

4. 10 N.Y.C.R.R. §29.1(3) 

Section 29.1ofTitle10 of the NYCRR defines professional 

misconduct of professionals under the New York State 

Education Law. Included in the specific listing of practices 

or activities constituting misconduct is the director 

indirect “offering, giving, soliciting ,or receiving or agreeing 

to receive, any fee or other consideration to or from a third 

party for the referral of a patient or client or in connection 

with the performance of professional services. 

5. 10 NYCRR §29.1(13) 

Any professional in violation of this regulation shall be subject 

to the penalties that includes censure and reprimand, fines (up 

to $10,000 for each violation), suspensions and/or probationary 

terms. 
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